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The Miracle of the Program
The theme of WSBC 2015 was “The Miracle of
Abstinence” and, indeed, one of the first
miracles I experienced in the OA program was
to learn about abstinence, to get abstinent and
to keep my abstinence for almost 21 years.
This year, as in the last ten years that I attended
WSBC, it was full of joy and excitement for me.
It is always very special to meet so many people
who care about the program, who are abstinent,
doing service and carrying the message of OA.
I enjoyed the workshops. One, for example,
referred to “One Abstinence - Many Food
Plans” where members shared how they keep
their abstinence by using different food plans.
Another workshop dealt with the miracle of
abstinence within Intergroups and service
bodies. Members shared how important is the
requirement of abstinence for a period of time in
order to do service at the level of Intergroup or
any other service body, and what they are doing
to encourage members to be abstinent.
There were many motions at the business
meetings. Some of them were what we call
"housekeeping," which were put on the consent
agenda, and the rest were discussed and voted
on separately. The conference granted approval
to three pieces of literature: A program of
Recovery, A Guide to Sponsorship and OA
Handbook for Members, Groups and Service
Bodies.
The motion to decrease the percentage of
answers from groups in order to amend the 12
Steps and 12 Tradition from 55 to 30 failed.
It was decided that the Final Conference
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Report be made available electronically to the
delegates and the service bodies. This
amendment will save a lot of money and staff
time. The motion that the World Service
display the name “Overeaters Anonymous” on
all displays, banners, and other signage at its
events except for badges was adopted as well.
The business meetings were conducted
according to Robert's rules of order and I
appreciated the way it was done.
There were elections for some service positions,
Region Trustees and General Service Trustees.
Stella C. from the UK was elected to be Region
9 Trustee and I am sure she will be a great
Trustee.
We had three OA meetings a day - one in the
early morning, one at the lunch break and one at
night. We also had some special focus meetings
organized by the delegates. I enjoyed the OA
meetings and the sharing of the attendees.
I have completed my service as Region 9 trustee.
It was an honor to do this service. I learned a lot
and I hope I helped to carry the message of OA.
I thank you all for giving me the opportunity to
do this service for the last seven years. It was a lot
of work, but with tremendous reward. I
encourage each of you to do service and to keep
carrying the message.
Love
Esti
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World Service Business Conference 2015
As Region 9 Chair, WSBC starts a bit earlier than for the delegates. There are many meetings
with the other region chairs, and with the trustees. We go over a lot of business and information
which is essential for our regions, and our input is invaluable when we brainstorm with the
trustees in regards to the Strategic Operations Plan (SOP). This year, Region 9 really
contributed. The R9 Public Information Committee has been very busy, this past year, putting
together “Tips for Carrying the Message”. This is exactly one of the projects of the SOP for
2016, and the trustees and region chairs were very happy to incorporate our creation as a new
piece of literature for OA Worldwide. That is impressive!
Every year, the Region Chairs put on a Forum. This year we created “The Wizard of OA”, and
I got to play in the lead role as Dorothy. That was definitely out of my comfort zone. But we
worked hard on this play, and we were able to have fun with it, besides bringing the point across.
What makes me proud of Region 9 is to see such participation coming from our Delgates, and
we had 20 Delegates from R9 this year! I have always seen an active role during the week - as
speaker of a workshop, sharing in an OA meeting, chairing a WSBC committee, asking questions
at the center mike, or voicing our opinion during the business meetings. And, like every year,
our presence was felt on the dance floor at the Saturday night dinner dance. Amazing!
I want to thank all of you for allowing me to serve as Region 9 Chair. This was my last WSBC
in this service position, and I was honored to be able to serve you.Thanks again.
Susan, Region 9 Chair

Dates to Remember!!:
1. June 28, 2015 - Deadline of Applications for Financial Assistance to Representatives attending
R9 A&C 2015 (in France) to R9 Treasurer
2. July 1, 2015 - Translation/Projects Fund Application to be received by the

R9 Treasurer

3. July 13, 2015 – Deadline of Region 9 Proposed Bylaw Amendments to R9 Bylaws Committee
4. July 28, 2015 – R9 Assembly Registration Forms to be sent to R9 Secretary
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Notes from your new Region 9 Trustee.

up to the God of my understanding. The God of my
understanding will help…… that was the case and it's with

For those members that weren't at World Service Business

much gratitude that I thank God from the bottom of my heart

Conference (WSBC) & that don't know me, I would like to

that I was elected to the position of R9 trustee.

explain a little about the election process which also explains
who I am as an OA member and who your R9 Trustee is for the

I have a lot to learn so am grateful for the energy I have been

next three years.

blessed with as a result of my relationship with God and the
program - I will need it all :).

Prospective trustees make their application to be considered
at WSBC on a specific form which is sent to the WSO. They

I have some ideas which I am still formulating - some may work

then speak to the Region 9 Assembly for five minutes and

and some may not but unless we explore new ways of carrying

answer questions from the R9 Assembly. There is then a vote

the message we won't learn and progress, so I would ask you

– to affirm from a region point of view that the members

to please try to view these with an open, beginner’s mind.

applying are candidates that the region feel would make a
suitable trustee. This is affirming the member, it’s not
electing them.
The next stage is for those application forms to be included
in the WSBC binder for the 180 members who attend the
conference to have a good look at and review before they vote.

Those ideas include:- Using translation software.
- Being a “Travelling by caravan trustee”! - Doing a tour with
the caravan as a base and travelling to workshop places etc.
e.g. by train if needed.

Each candidate then gets an opportunity to speak to the

- Facilitating workshops in a visual way as well as in a written
context.

WSBC and then answer questions from the conference floor.

- Blogging of workshops as we go along.

When I spoke to WSBC I attempted to explain my:-

- Explaining simply & clearly how we use the money to carry the

- commitment to Abstinence, the God of my understanding and

OA message.

the Twelve Steps of OA.
- personal action plan that supports my abstinence (Physical,

I was assigned to two committees at WSBC:- ‘International

Spiritual, Emotional, Life in General & Service).

Publications / Translations Committee’ , and the ‘Unity with

- enthusiasm for Region 9 as a whole.

Diversity Committee’.

- service to date. Not just the positions themselves but how

To say I am excited doesn't come close to summing up how I

the activities in those service positions have helped carry the

feel and whilst I will need some time to settle in and learn the

OA message of recovery e.g. workshops on Abstinence, Steps,

job, please contact me if you would like a workshop on

Traditions, Newcomers, AA (Big Book) & Service to various

Abstinence, the Steps, Traditions or the Concepts of Service.

places e.g. locally in the North West of England and as far
afield as countries such as e.g. Italy, Switzerland & Columbia,
(the travel aspect is very relevant for our region).

Finally, I feel we owe an enormous gratitude to our outgoing
R9 Trustee who has worked tirelessly for our region for seven

- skills

years! Please join with me to give Esti a huge vote of thanks.

- passions - translation of OA literature and materials,

I am grateful to follow in her footsteps.

knowledge to healthcare professionals of who we are &
simplification of reporting on the OA finances.

Let us come together as a fellowship in our wonderful region

That's a tall order in that short time! The most important

and work on our commitment to Abstinence and working all

thing was to bring God up the steps with me to where the mic

Twelve Steps of OA.

was at the conference. Recovery and my time in the fellowship
has taught me to do the best job I can and then leave the rest
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Love in fellowship,
Stella - R9 Trustee (yikes - sounds scary).
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Lucky You!
This is an exclusive preview of our
Regions's 9's brand new P.I. leaflet!!

Now your service bodies can take advantage of the funding available for
translation and printing!
The dateline is
July 1, 2015 - Translation/Projects Fund Application
(see page 2 of current newsletter)
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WSBC 2015
After my extremely delayed trip...
(it took me 40 hours in total), I
eventually arrived at the hotel on
Monday afternoon. I was so
grateful that I learned about
patience and serenity through the
program.
This was my third time in
Albuquerque, and I was very
excited to go there.
On Tuesday night the Region 9
Board had a meeting over dinner,
and the whole Board were
attending WSBC this year. We
utilized that we had an
opportunity to meet face-to-face,
which I liked very much.
Otherwise, we would only meet
during R9 A&C.
This year 20 people from R9
attended WSBC! On Wednesday
night the R9 Delegates met for
dinner at Church Street Cafe, Old
Town, and had an informal
meeting. All the Delegates wrote
some brief reports from their
service bodies, those reports were
put in the Minutes from the
meeting. I liked the meeting very
much, and I think it is amazing to
recall how many we were!
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I wrote the Minutes at both
meetings. I also sent out Lifeline
Weekly, and Region 9 Chair's
Message during Conference.
The R9 Bylaws Committee held a
meeting over lunch on Tuesday.
We were 3 out of 4 members
present at WSBC, so it was very
good.
The WSBC Business Meetings
went really smoothly; there were
less motions to work on this year,
and the Reference Subcommittee
did an amazing job! This was the
first time that I experienced we
ended before time on Saturday; 1
1/2 hours earlier!
I found that the workshops were
very useful, as well as the
Literature Q&A. During the
week, I also attended lovely OA
meetings, and took initiative to a
special focus meeting myself.
As usual, all the week was very
busy; almost all my time was
scheduled, except when I went to
Walmart, Old Town, and
Uptown, with the shuttle bus, on
different nights. I liked that there
was an option of going
somewhere else; to get out of the

hotel, to see something else. It
was a nice way to get a break, and
to enjoy the beautiful and warm
weather.
I am very grateful that I was able to
represent Region 9 as a whole at
WSBC 2015, and I want to thank
everybody who made it such a
pleasure!
Thank you for allowing me to do
service at this level
Love in Service
Mette
Region 9 Secretary
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The disease of compulsive overeating causes or
contributes to illness on three levels – emotional,
physical, and spiritual. To remedy this threefold illness
we offer several suggestions, but the reader should keep
in mind that the basis of the program is spiritual, as
evidenced by the Twelve Steps.

*To see where this comes from, turn to last page!

How much is your Abstinence worth?
Going to World Service Business Conference
(WSBC) for my first time was an amazing
experience. I learnt that my abstinence is
worth alot. As Region 9 Treasurer, my
curiosity was how much we, as OA members,
are valuing our abstinence in terms of the 7th
Tradition (Every OA group ought to be fully
self-supporting,
declining
outside
contributions).
Before going to the Conference, I opted to
participate in the Finance Committee which
was held on Wednesday 29 April 2015. There
were 12 OA members present including the
Finance Committee Chair and the General
Services Trustee - Treasurer. We reviewed the
Statement of Purpose, budget, the work of last
year’s Committee, brainstormed for the work
that the Committee should work on for the
forthcoming year.

The most striking fact I learnt at this
Committee meeting was that OA had to cut
USD$120,000 off the budget in order to
break-even. This meant that OA could not do
all of what it was asked, by all of the OA
Regions because of lack of funding
(contributions). For me, that was shocking.
The Finance Committee’s work for the
forthcoming year will concentrate on:

1. Increasing the 7th Tradition, to ensure
OA can work on all the projects that could not
be started/completed due to lack of funding.
2. Up-dating the 7th Tradition Pamphlet

The Committee commit to work hard this
year to achieve the above goals.
I would ask - What is your abstinence worth to
you?
Aileen F

R9 Treasurer
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Tips
1. 12 Step Virtual Workshops started January
2015 / phone meetings, 1 each month, (more
information on the OA Website)(Also, Podcast version)
2.

Strong Abstinence Pocket Card (contact the WSO to
purchase it)

3.

A “Taste of Lifeline”, a new OA book, coming out
this summer!

4.

OA’s focus for 2014 – 2016 … Abstinence, Working
All 12 Steps, and Individual’s Responsibilities to
Carry the Message

The Miracle of Abstinence – WSBC 2015
We have the steps/traditions in OA, the

humbling experience and it touched me

program and the fellowship. All important,

personally. It doesn’t matter how old you

but what I’ve heard somebody say during the

are, where you’re from or what your

Conference was: ‘The fellowship supports

background is. We have the same disease,

me, the steps and program changes me,

but also the same solution and that’s

because the same person will eat again’. This

awesome (to put it the American way

sentence I won’t forget, because this is a big

I need this program, because the same me

part of what OA means to me. What I’ve

will eat again. Adjusting to the Dutch time

experienced in Albuquerque besides all the

schedule wasn’t easy, but like with

formal and business material was the

everything I could put one foot in front of

fellowship of OA. People with longer

the other and I didn’t have to do it alone.

abstinence then my own age and they are

Our Region rocks and I’m looking forward

keep coming back and working the program

to seeing you all again in Paris this autumn!

(one day at a time). For me this has been a

Meike

).

Bylaws Committee Chair
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The Twelve Steps of Overeaters Anonymous
Step 5: Admitted to God, to ourselves and to another human being the exact nature of
our wrongs.
Step 6 : Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.

The Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous
Tradition 5: Each group has but one primary purpose — to carry its message to the
compulsive overeater who still suffers
Tradition 6: An OA group ought never endorse, finance or lend the OA name to any
related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property and prestige divert
us from our primary purpose.

The Twelve Concepts of OA Service
Concept Five: Individuals have the right of appeal and petition in order to ensure that
their opinions and personal grievances will be carefully considered.
Concept Six : The World Service Business Conference has entrusted the Board of
Trustees with the primary responsibility for the administration of Overeaters
Anonymous.

Helpful OA slogans

"Far from being a negative factor, the admission of our powerlessness

over food opens the door to an amazing newfound power."

The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous (p. 5)

Region 9 Newsletter, Vol. 5 Issue 3
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What's new in our Region's 9
website!!
01/07/2015: Translation/Projects Fund Application Form
R9 Assembly and Convention 2015 Information (France)
12-14/6/2015: NWIG Big Book Study Weekend Retreat (North Wales)

Bylaws Committee
There were 23 delegates, plus the Trustee Co Chair
and Delegate Co Chair on the full WSBC Bylaws
committee from all over the world. Time in program
ranged from 3 years to 41 years!
The Twelve Steps were read in Portuguese, The
Twelve Traditions in Spanish.
The Bylaws looks at possible amendments to OA
Inc. Sub Part B (Sub Part A is the corporate or limited
company part of the OA organisation). The full
committee divided into 5 sub committees that will
each look at different topics:
Statement on Public Media (2011 a) – review
this policy with regard to anonymity in respect of
social media (facebook, twitter etc.).
Article VIII – Service Boards & in particular
Virtual Service Boards.
Article VII – Regions
Bylaws and P & P Pamphlet – to develop a
pamphlet for IGs starting out and how to develop
their own.
Policies & Procedures (P & P) Examples for
Service Boards & Intergroups. This was the subcommittee I was involved in. They will develop an
example IG P & P to assist IGs so they can spend
more time on carrying the message and less on
admin, discussing policies & procedures. It is
intended that the Example P & P will be available for
download from the OA.Org website and then
adjusted by the service body in question, to suit their
own needs in much the same way that the sample
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Bylaws work currently. As I have been elected as R9
Trustee I will need to step down from this
committee.
Reference Sub Committee
Some of the delegates on the bylaws committee are
requested to serve on reference and I must confess
whilst it would never be my first choice, I thoroughly
enjoyed the experience.
We met early mornings, and late evenings (although
the no of motions were lower than usual and
therefore the schedule was not as demanding as in
past years) to consider the motions to be debated by
the conference.
We also considered one possible emergency new
business motion regarding extending the PI
campaign beyond North America (brought by one of
Region 9’s delegates). While this did not make the
criteria for an emergency, it did highlight the
imbalance and this resulted in the topic being
discussed further. This will now be taken on by the
BOT, so well done to our delegate.
Once again WSBC was a huge example of members
working together in service to carry the OA message
of recovery.
Stella
North West of England Delegate (and now Region 9
Trustee)
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Once again I am elated, and filled with hope, joy,

There were many workshops, business meetings,

and lots of gratitude after returning from WSBC

committee meetings, elections, etc., where a lot was

2015 in Albuquerque. I am the current delegate from

achieved, a number of documents(pieces of

SPIRIT OF HOPE INTERGROUP in Ireland, and

literature) have been reviewed, and passed by the

this is my second time to attend.

board, and three reviewed pamphlets received the

I arrived a day early to get acclimatised, and be ready

conference “seal of approval”, New business

for the very busy days that were ahead of me.

motions, and bylaw amendments were adopted,

I had a green-dot(a person new to WSBC ) to whom

trustee positions were filled. What continues to

I was to be a mentor, my green dot was extremely

amaze me here is the fact that us delegates on your

capable, seemed to know and understand everything

behalf were making decisions for OA as a whole.

that was happening, and therefore did not need any

(WOW).

mentoring-huge thank you to my green dot for

We region 9 people had an opportunity to meet and

making my job so easy.

have dinner together on Wednesday evening, this

My immediate impression was once again the

was very enjoyable.

amazing friendship in our wonderful fellowship-by

I am still overwhelmed by the fact that so many

mid –afternoon on Sunday, I had met quite a few

people (190 approximately this year)

other members, a lot of them new but there were also

permanently extending the hand of friendship, and

some familiar faces from last year, about 14-16 of us

are ensuring that everyone is included in some

had our dinner together in the hotel, as the number

group-It was difficult at times to decline offers to

grew we just added another table, the conversation

join somebody for a meal, because I had already

was very lively, one would think that all of us had

accepted an invitation from another person/group.

known each other all our lives. I also got to meet up

I and my fellow sub-committee members will

again with my two American friends from last year.

continue to work on some tasks until WSBC 2016,

This year we in Region 9 were very lucky to have 20

this will be interesting because of the many different

people there.

time-zones, but we have already scheduled some

We attended OA meetings-we had 4 meetings a day

skype meetings. We are once again reviewing some

available to us.

documents.

WE had a “Forum” presented by the region chairs

Thank God for OA,

which was fantastic, very entertaining-well done to

Kindest Regards to all,

“Dorothy”-Susan our chair.

Úna
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Hello everyone from land of OA.
It was 54th Annual World Service Business Conference. The theme of this year conference was The Miracle
of Abstinence. 190 voting members attended from 21 countries. Everyone came to OA conference to
participate in "our collective group conscience" and work towards the good of OA.
The week started with lots of meeting and workshops.
- How the Miracle of Abstinence is Supported by the Fellowship.
- All about conference - nearly 90 people attended (most of them green dots – members who attended first time )
I went as well because of the Green dot I was mentoring and because we can forget things. It's what I learned
in the program :)
- How the Miracle of Abstinence is supported by using the Tools.
- We receive the Miracle of Abstinence by practicing the Spiritual Principles of Program.
- The Miracle of Maintenance: How Continued Abstinence & working all twelve Steps keeps recovery fresh.
These and other workshops can be found on the oa.org website in documents and podcasts.
On the Wednesday everyone attended Forum. The topic of this year’s forum
was "There is no other place like OA". Everyone was split in 12 teams and
we were discussing how to help Dorothy (from The Wizard of Oz) to go
through the steps and overcome the obstacles of every step. There was
professional performance by OA's and everyone was engaged in the task. It
take good recovery to dress up as Toto or scarecrow and make everyone
laugh.
After forum everyone went to assigned committees to get involved and start
work for coming year. I went to the literature committee and found 24 more
people who are interested in the OA literature. I feel lots of passion for our
Literature but felt uncomfortable at the beginning because English is not my
first language. My sponsor suggested “to go where I feel nerves” so I can
have opportunity to grow, so I went to the Literature committee. I was
surprised how smooth and organized everything was on this committee. We
went through the standard procedure how OA literature gets proposed, goes
through all stages of approval and finally get presented to WSBC.
We discussed new literature documents proposed this year for literature committee review.
We looked at following:
- Proposal for a Pamphlet addressed to oa's, newcomers and professionals in regard of oa’s who have had
weight loss surgery.
- Proposal for a Book addressing body image, sexuality, and relationships.
- Proposal for peace on 12 freedoms of OA.
The subcommittee I went to was for new piece of literature called "Small meeting small towns" because I felt
this is important subject for quite a few meetings. The work on this piece of literature started last year and
we will carry on working in the coming year. The final goal is to take it to final stage to present it to the WSBC
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we carry on working in the coming year. The final goal is to take it to final stage to present it to the WSBC
in the future.
In the evening Region 9 went to local restaurant. A total of 20 members of Region 9 traveled all the way
to WSBC (from Israel, Denmark, Netherlands, England, Ireland, Scotland, Germany, Sweden, Greece,
France) I was late with my Green dot and as soon as we walked in we were asked which region we are looking
for? Apparently several Regions chose this little restaurant for meeting. I have feeling Region 9 was the
loudest in the rooms =)
On Thursday we started from reports on the work done by various Regions and committees last year and
business motions and nominations of trustees. All business meetings went on until Saturday morning. One
of the trustees was in hospital when Conference started but she came in on Friday because she felt so
passionate about OA.
Lots of question were raised in regard Lifeline magazine - printed version. October 2015 is the 50th birthday
of Lifeline magazine. This is certainly a cause to celebrate but the number of subscriptions has kept falling
for several years already and Board of trustees mentioned they have discussed how to deal with this and what
are the options to keep Lifeline alive. We need to take to our meetings how can we increase Lifeline
subscription.
Overall there was positive report from the Board of Trustees how hard everyone works to carry the message
of our fellowship. Someone said there is no "them" and me. This is only "us". This is "We" program. We
are working together and supporting each other. At the meeting someone mention about red hook trees.
There trees grow close together and have soft bark and short roots. But because they are close and connect
through the roots they survive. The same I can say about OA fellowship. We need each other to stay alive.
Furthermore members asked about website and recent problem with " Find a meeting" page. Chair of the
Board acknowledged that this issue was due to website upgrade failure and it was priority and concern for
everyone. World Service Staff will try to resolve the problem as fast as they can. We live in hope it wouldn't
happen again. One reason for this was a lack of funds. Board need to review all ongoing, future projects and
there are limited funds available ( total 7th tradition contribution of OA). Everyone understands in current
electronic world OA.org website plays a crucial role for newcomers and members, so it's always priority
for the Board of Trustees and members of World Service Office staff. Please think how much you can put
in 7th tradition pot next time it passed around we need to step up and be self-supporting. You can make the
difference!
There was announcement that OA received bequest from Rozanne and Mary Rose of $100,000 and $15,000.
The 7th tradition collected at WSBC 2015 was $5,921 an increase over WSBC 2014 collection of $4,455.
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New Business Motions and Bylaw Amendments
Following were adopted:
- Revised pamphlet "A Program of Recovery"
- Revised pamphlet "A Guide for Sponsors"
- Revised pamphlet "OA Handbook for Members, Groups, and Service
Bodies"
- Consent agenda was accepted: A, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 these proposals bring OA Bylaws up to date and relate to editorial
corrections.
- Motion B was amended. From now on delegates to WSBC are expected to serve on one of the committees and
maintain this commitment until following WSBC.
-Motion G was substituted by a motion to leave all as it stands and add "compulsive food behaviors" before original
"and to carry the message of Recovery through the Twelve Steps of OA to those who still suffer."
- Motion I. From now on WSO save some money on printing. All documents will be distributed electronically.
- Motion J. Amended. In the future World Service will display name "Overeater Anonymous" on banners, and other
signage apart from badges during its events.
Following was defeated:
-Proposal 7. In regard of lowering the threshold for changing Steps and Traditions.
Motion H was withdrawn.
On Friday we elected our Trustees. Congratulations to Stella - our new Region 9 Trustee. It is inspiring to listen why
OA members with many years of abstinence want to do the service at the Board level.
On Friday night I went to LGBT OA meeting (lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans groups). There were approximately
20 people in the room. And some like me shared more conventional views but kept an open mind. It helps me to
stay teachable to be open to new ideas. It was incredible experience with lots of laughter and acceptance.
World service Conference ended Saturday evening with presentation and share of oa member. Everyone was so
deeply touched by the Share. People were laughing with tears in the eyes. The feeling was “We need to go out there
and make true difference for OA!”
It was honor and privilege to attend this WSBC. It started from hugs and greeting and ended with even more hugs
and tears.
Thank you everyone for this incredible opportunity to do service. This is really experience "beyond my wildest
dreams". I have grown in so many ways by attending WSBC 2015. Thank you all for giving me this chance.
With gratitude in service.
Elena

World Service Business Conference 2015 - Seventh Tradition
The members collected the seventh tradition whilst at WSBC - $5921.00!
“Always to extend the hand and heart of OA to all who share my compulsion; for this I
am responsible.”– OA Responsibility Pledge
The seventh tradition in money terms helps carry the message of recovery in OA.
Service is less quantifiable but a huge amount was evident during that week.
Region 9 Newsletter, Vol. 5 Issue 3
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What about some
Suggestions for Practical Application of 12 step Program in our Lives?

This one involves planning my food in Here's my friend's wonderful response:
advance.
"With pleasure, I admire your positive
attitude!"
My husband & I were invited to a non-OA She then proceeded to list the menu she's
friend's house for dinner the following serving for dinner, most of which fit
Sunday, so on Tues. I wrote this email to perfectly with my needs.
her:
These days most people understand about
Dear Naomi,
food allergies/sensitivities and are happy
to accommodate. All I must do is ask
It will help me plan in advance if, once you them. I also offered to contribute
have the details, you can let me know something to the meal, like a huge fresh
exactly what's being served for dinner on salad for everyone, but was turned down
Sunday. I only actually need to know by this time.
Sat. night.
In any case, it is also good for me to
In the 17+ years since I've been active in remember to be prepared to have
OA, I've learned that planning my meals "emergency" food available for the way
for each day keeps food in a healthy, safe home, if there weren't proper selections for
place for me.
me at a wedding or other event.
Thanks for understanding,
Reva

Reva
Israel

What's new on our OA's website!!
1) Write Lifeline about Character Defects or Serenity by June 15
2) Order the 2015 Public Information Poster by August 15
3) Have a Life Problem? Twelve Step Your Way to the Solution with This FREE Writing
Exercise.
4) A Step Ahead Second Quarter 2015 Available for Download
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Reading's Answer:. Overeaters Anonymous... Our Invitation to You... page 2
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